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Abstract
Why are people really scared of Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) ? Are they really the “killing fields” as denoted by the press, or...
Some common claims against EMF include:
- “Science still does not know how dangerous the radiation is, but,… within a year, a decade, a century, it will…”
- “Standards for limiting dangerous exposure were prepared by biased parties”
- “Standards consider thermal effects only, whereas, many a-thermal effects, including cancer, are not considered”
- “Wait and see - EMR exposure will be similar to asbestos and smoking…” (and yet, they keep on smoking…)
- "Well known, respectable scientists do not exclude connection between EMR and cancer"
- "Prudent Avoidance - better be safe than sorry"

This presentation attempts to shed light on the issue of "Electrophobia", or "Why are people really scared of Electromagnetic Fields". It discusses the history of EMF usage, the evolution of EMR standards, from the turn of the 20th century to date, and the evolution of the public response to the EMF and its usage.
Although it covers only technically acceptable figures, statistics etc., it rather addresses this controversial issue from a users' point of view, addressing the sources of fear, the facts and fallacies, and the risk in… risk research.
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